



DNA OF SURREY PATHWAY CRICKETER


BATTING SEAM BOWLING SPIN BOWLING FIELDING WICKET KEEPING

Balance setup Bowl with pace Spin the ball hard Catching (technique / 
standards) 

Posture (standing back) 

Control of bat face (attack & 
defence) 

Bowl with accuracy Bowl with accuracy and 
control 

Ground fielding (technique / 
standards) 

Posture (standing up) 

Strong back foot position to 
cut, pull and defend vs pace 

bowling 

Generate bounce Variation Throwing (technique / 
standards) 

Footwork (speed / 
coordination) 

Judgement of length vs spin 
bowling 

Create lateral movement Threat Ground contact (technique / 
standards) 

Catching (technique / 
standards) 

Ball timing / strong contact Bowl with a repeatable action Bowl with a repeatable action Athleticism WK Bravery 






SURREY PATHWAY u10’s - u11’s PROGRAMME


BATTING SEAM BOWLING SPIN BOWLING FIELDING WICKET KEEPING

Coach good grip and set up Coach run ups with no 
changes in direction, over and 

around the wicket

Coach run ups with no 
changes in direction, over and 

around the wicket

Basic catching fundamentals, 
head, hands and posture

Basic catching fundamentals, 
head, hands and posture

Develop fast hands Coach upright posture at jump 
gather and BFC

Coach run ups that start with 
same foot every ball and same 

momentum

Balanced and athletic set up 
allowing dynamic movement 

(split step)

Standing up fundamentals, 
head, hands and posture

Introduce batting mechanics 
on a basic level with ‘step and 

swing’

Teach grip and awareness of 
why’s important, I.e. upright 
seam for lateral movement 

Bowling to right and left 
handed batters

Fundamental pick up and 
throw mechanics

Standing back fundamentals, 
head, hands and posture

Coach and develop back foot 
play around cross bat shot 

options

Introduction of basic running 
mechanics

Coach upright posture through 
delivery

Develop safe and repeatable 
over and underarm throwing 

mechanics (Surrey 5)

Leg side take fundamentals, 
head, hands and posture

Basic levels of shot placement Technical drills that develop 
safe bowling action

Teach the grip and 
understanding of use of 

fingers and or wrist through 
action

Fundamental athletic 
movement and running 

mechanics

Develop safe and repeatable 
over and underarm throwing 

mechanics (Surrey 5)

Coach correct footwork / 
method vs spin including 

sweeps

Focus on bowling straight and 
hitting the stumps

Use lots of games to 
encourage spinning the ball as 

much as possible

Fundamental athletic 
movement and running 

mechanics

Introduction to basic field 
settings

Introduction to basic field 
settings






SURREY PATHWAY u12’s - u13’s PROGRAMME


BATTING SEAM BOWLING SPIN BOWLING FIELDING WICKET KEEPING

Continue good basics / habits 
drills and ensure repetition is 

fun

Technical running drills - ball in 
hand

Continue to develop a 
repeatable action

Develop catching 
fundamentals, multiply heights 

/ distances

Develop catching 
fundamentals, head, hands 

and posture, multiply heights

Develop methods of playing 
short ball vs pace. Attack and 

defend

Continue to develop posture 
through run up, BFC, FFC, 
release and follow through

Understand alignment / angles 
- over and around the wicket / 

RH and LH batters

Introduction to ground 
contact, dive, slide and 

tumble. Build confidence

Develop standing up / back 
fundamentals, add lateral 

movement

Continue to develop 
knowledge of batting 

technique / mechanics

Understand alignment / angles 
- over and around the wicket / 

position on crease

Develop understanding of 
seam position to maximise 

spin

Develop pick up and throw 
mechanics. Multiply angles, 
crow hops and one handed

Develop leg side take 
fundamentals, increase 

challenge 

Develop full range of attacking 
options vs spin

Develop stock ball, upright 
seam position, top of stumps

Develop stock ball, bring the 
batter forward. Challenge 

control and accuracy

Develop dynamic aggressive 
mindset. Attacking lines and 

options

Build safe and repeatable 
throwing mechanics (Surrey 5) 

Introduce pick up and shy’s

Coach and develop dynamic 
movements vs spin - forwards 

and backwards - develop 
defending spinning ball

Explore variations, slower ball, 
wobble seam. Understand 

‘when and why’

Develop understanding of field 
settings depending on the 

stage of the game

Build safe and repeatable 
throwing mechanics (Surrey 5) 
Introduce cross body throws

Develop athletic movement, 
footwork, speed and running 

mechanics

Coach alignment to angles - 
LA over

Tactical sessions, formats and 
field settings

Explore variations, arm ball, 
googly

Build understanding and 
expectations of fielding off the 

ball

Understand WK role in Team, 
angles, motivation and 

leadership

Develop game awareness in 
limited overs 

Fielding off own bowling - 
getting back to stumps

Fielding off own bowling - 
getting back to stumps

Return takes and tidy ups






SURREY PATHWAY u14’s - u15’s PROGRAMME


BATTING SEAM BOWLING SPIN BOWLING FIELDING WICKET KEEPING

Establish strong 
understanding of mechanics / 

methods

Establish good posture 
through run up, BFC, FFC, 
release and follow through

Players have a good 
understanding of technical 
strengths and weaknesses 

Establish catching 
fundamentals. Consistent 

standards

Establish good catching 
fundamentals, head, hands 

and posture, multiply heights

Coach successful outcomes 
within challenging drills to 

encourage skill

Establish efficient running 
mechanics

Develop the ability to change 
pace and length accordingly 

with disguise

Establish efficient ground 
contact technique. Ability to 
save runs through execution

Establish standing up / back 
fundamentals with lateral 

movement vs over and around

Develop further understanding 
of players strengths / options

Establish technical alignment 
to bowl over and around the 
wicket / position on crease

Use crease to create angles 
while bowling a good line and 

length

Establish dynamic pick up and 
throw mechanics. Multiply 

angles / crow hops

Establish leg side take 
fundamentals vs over and 

around

Coach tempo batting in 
scenario training environments

Establish stock ball with 
upright seam position to 
create lateral movement

Further develop stock ball and 
variations

Become a wicket taking threat 
in the field, aggressive 

mindset

Create run out opportunities 
through pick up and throw 

mechanics, multiply angles.

Develop understanding of 
boundary options vs spin 
along with ability to rotate 

strike / manipulate the field

Further develop variations to 
include yorkers, cutters to 

beat both edges, introduction 
to reverse swing

Develop decision making 
(attack and defend). Both in 
how we bowl and the field 

settings

Establish safe and repeatable 
throwing mechanics, inner and 

outer ring

Introduction to ground 
contact, dive, slide and 

tumble. Build confidence and 
efficient technique

Coach alignment to angles - 
LA over, introduce swing for 

challenge

Develop decision making 
(attack / defend) Options to 

field settings

Develop decision making 
(attack / defend)

Develop Team fielding, off the 
ball work, backing up, pairs 

chasing etc

Further develop WK role in 
Team, angles, motivation and 

leadership

Continue to develop game 
awareness across all formats

Excellent bowlers off own 
bowling

Excellent bowlers off own 
bowling

Return takes and tidy ups Contributions as a batter 
within the Team






SURREY PATHWAY u16’s - u18’s PROGRAMME


BATTING SEAM BOWLING SPIN BOWLING FIELDING WICKET KEEPING

Demonstrate strong 
understanding of mechanics / 

methods

Demonstrate a repeatable 
action

Demonstrate a repeatable 
action

Demonstrate consistency of  
catching technique and 

standards

Demonstrate consistency of  
catching technique and 

standards, bowler and fielder

Demonstrate method of 
playing pace. Short ball, 

length and swing

Establish physical robustness Demonstrate the ability to 
change pace and length 
accordingly with disguise

Demonstrate consistency of  
ground contact technique and 

standards

Demonstrate consistency of  
standing back technique and 
standards, over and around.

Demonstrate method of 
playing spin bowling across all 

formats and scenarios

Demonstrate a number of 
variations, to include,  

bouncers, yorker and off pace

Demonstrate consistency of 
threat / control across formats

Establish the attributes of a 
dynamic fielder. Speed, agility 
and coordinated movement

Demonstrate consistency of  
standing up technique and 

standards, over and around.

Demonstrate tempo batting 
across all formats and 

scenarios 

Demonstrate consistent stock 
ball vs RH and LH with lateral 

movement

Establish confidence of 
bowling in longer format 
cricket with close fielders

Demonstrate role clarity, 
anticipation, wicket taking 

threat and aggressive mindset

Establish the attributes of an 
outfielder with the ability to 

impact the game.

Establish power hitting, 
pocket hitting and deflection 

in T20 

Demonstrate technical 
alignment to bowl over and 
around the wicket / position 

on crease

Demonstrate control of  stock 
ball and variations to RH and 
LH, over and around wicket

Demonstrate consistency of  
throwing technique, 

robustness and standards. 
Inner and outer ring

Demonstrate consistency of  
ground contact technique and 

standards

Demonstrate consistency of 
run making across formats

Demonstrate good decision 
making across all formats and 

scenarios 

Demonstrate good decision 
making across all formats and 

scenarios 

Team first, off the ball work, 
backing up, communication, 

pairs chasing etc

Demonstrate leader in the the 
field. Tactics, angles, 

motivation and heartbeat

Demonstrate game awareness 
across all formats

Excellent bowlers off own 
bowling

Excellent bowlers off own 
bowling

Establish a fielding specialism 
(close catcher etc)

Dominate batter within the 
Team


